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The Constitution Unit 5 
More Cases: How well do you know it? Chapter 15 & 16 
 
Now that you have looked at a few Supreme Court Cases (the facts, Constitutional questions, and Court decisions) it is 
time for you to demonstrate that you understand what was decided in those cases by applying your new knowledge. 
Below are several fictitious, but realistic scenarios. Based on the Supreme Court decisions you studied, predict the 
outcome. As we discuss these in class, write the correct answer and the court case decision (precedent) that applies. 
 
Question Prediction Answer Supreme Court Case 
Do minors get to have a lawyer during a trial?    

Can the court subpoena the President’s emails and telephone 
conversations? 

   

Can a slave sue for freedom if he is moved to a free state?    

Is busing an appropriate way of desegregating schools?    

During the first trimester of a pregnancy, can a woman have total say 
over that pregnancy? 

   

Are public schools able to promote equality if they are segregated?    

Can a state tax the federal government?    

Can the federal government force a business to serve people of all 
races? 

   

Can the federal government create a national bank for the nation?    

Does a slave have legal rights in court?    

Does affirmative action allow colleges to use race as criteria when 
considering admission? 

   

Do people have a right to privacy when it comes to their body?    

Can the federal government set rules for how Federal Express (FedEx) 
conducts its business? 

   

Are minors entitled to a trial by jury?    

Are courts allowed to punish people differently if they are of different 
races? 

   

Can the government force people to share public facilities with people 
of all races? 

   

Can the federal courts require schools to come up with plans to 
desegregate schools? 

   

Does the President have to turn over to the court all conversations if it 
requested in an investigation? 

   

Can a hotel refuse to serve people if they are from one specific racial 
group? 

   

Is the government allowed to break a contract if it is the one to create 
the contract? 

   

 


